LIST A - LIST OF LEGACY DOCUMENTS ADMISSIBLE

1. Extract of NRC, 1951
2. Extract/ certified copy of Electoral Rolls up to the midnight of 24th March 1971 (midnight)
3. Land records including tenancy records of relevant period (up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))
4. Citizenship Certificate issued by competent authority (up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))
5. Permanent Residential Certificate issued from outside the State up to up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight) (which all should be got verified from the issuing authority by the Registering authority)
6. Refugee registration certificate issued up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))
7. Passport issued by the Government of India up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))
8. Life Insurance Corporation of India Insurance Policy (LICI) of relevant period up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))
9. Any license/ certificate issued by the any Government authority of relevant period i.e. up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))
10. Document showing service/ employment under Government/ Public sector undertaking (up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))
11. Bank/ Post office Accounts of relevant period i.e. (up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))
12. Birth certificates issued by the competent authority (up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight)
13. Educational certificate issued by Board/ Universities (up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))
14. Records/ processes pertaining to court up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))

Supporting Documents

15. Ration cards issued by competent authority with official seal and signature up to 24th March, 1971 (midnight))

Note: Any of the documents specified in the above List of Documents would be accepted except Document mentioned against Sl.15 which may be regarded as supporting document only.